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Climate Pledge Arena 
2021 

Project type      SPS Panels in multi-purpose arena 
 Seattle, Washington, US Location      

Team     Oak View Group (OVG), Populous, ICON, 
Thornton Tomasetti, MA Mortensen, 
LeJeune Steet 

Climate Pledge Arena in Seattle is intent on 
being the most progressive, responsible and 
sustainable arena in the world today. It aims to 
be the first net zero carbon arena globally. 

The iconic roof of the Seattle Center Coliseum, 
originally built for the 1962 Seattle World’s Fair, 
was retained by Oak View Group (OVG).  
Recycling the roof meant the arena 
construction consumed less embodied carbon 
compared to most other new arena 
construction projects whilst also reducing 
landfill waste. 

The Climate Pledge Arena is able to 
accommodate up to 18,100 fans across a 
diverse set of activities and is home to both the 
Seattle Kraken ice hockey team and the Seattle 
Storm basketball team. The multi-purpose 
indoor arena is unique in being able to house 
hockey as well as other sports and concerts. 
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With any arena renovation project unique challenges 
arise, necessitating a unique solution. SPS Technology 
collaborated with the design team through BIM 
modelling and provided 170 pieces of Sandwich Plate 
System structural composite panels for a 273ft [83m] 
bridge that runs the length of the roof. In total, 7,646sq.ft 
[710m²] of SPS was used . 

The bridge needed to be light enough not to place extra 
stress on the historic roof. In addition, four staircases 
were accommodated.  As a fully recyclable and 
sustainable product, SPS helps to further OVG's vision of 
an environmentally progressive building. 

Climate Pledge Arena is maintaining its rightful 
place alongside other iconic Seattle landmarks, 
like other SPS Technology refurbishment 
projects: The Space Needle and Colman Docks 
Footbridge. OVG envisages the building being 
added to the National Register of Historic 
Places. 

https://www.spstechnology.com/sustainability-fire/
https://www.spstechnology.com/portfolio/space-needle/
https://www.spstechnology.com/portfolio/colman-docks-footbridge/
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Designed in conjunction with US Bridge, the 157ft long footbridge, part of Seattle’s waterfront 
redevelopment at Colman Dock, saw SPS deck panels utilised to give Seattle residents the ability to walk 
from downtown onto a ferry without having to cross heavy local traffic. The ferry is a key connection for 
commuters from local islands as well as a hub for visitors to Victoria, British Columbia and San Juan Islands. 

Colman Docks Footbridge 
2018 

Project type Footbridge 
Location 
Team  

Seattle, Washington, US 
Washington State DoT, Hofffman Construction, 
Jesse-Co 

The SPS deck panels were delivered to the bridge 
fabricators on one truck, with a lightweight surface 
pre-applied. The complete bridge was shipped by 
barge to Colman Dock and lifted into position by a 
250,000 lb crane before being bolted down in just 35 
minutes. 
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Grand Duchess Charlotte Bridge 
2018 

Project type In-situ aging bridge repair solution 
Location Luxembourg City, Luxembourg 
Team  SEH Engineering, Tralux, EDS 

Working with SEH Engineering, SPS Technology undertook the in-situ bridge repair and upgrade of the Grand 
Duchess Charlotte Bridge (Pont Rouge), which included the addition of a pedestrian walkway.

Pont Rouge was upgraded from six vehicle lanes to a mixed- use bridge, fulfilling modern day requirements. 
The bridge now accommodates four SPS strengthened vehicle lanes and two newly installed tram lines. By 
widening the bridge using SPS panels, a two-way cycle lane and pedestrian walkways on either side were 
also provided on the newly installed SPS panels, totalling over 2,240m². 

E: bridges@spstechnology.com spstechnology.com
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 Cannelville Road Bridge 
2017 

Project type    Prefabricated modular bridge deck 
  Muskingum County, Ohio, US Location      

Team        Ohio Department of Transportation, US Bridge 

A new 53ft highway bridge, with a 100 year service life, was successfully installed in just 29 days. With an 
integrated SPS bridge deck, this two vehicle lane modular prefabricated bridge arrived on-site on two 
trucks. Each section was located onto the existing bridge abutments within ten minutes. The bridge was 
funded by the FHWA AID programme, the aim of which was to identify a competitive alternative 
superstructure to address their aging bridge inventory.

The new complete bridge 

A conventional superstructure would have required 3-4 weeks of onsite construction.  Advantages of this 
innovative superstructure include prefabrication and weight savings that allow the rapid onsite installation 
and reduced section depth due to the thin SPS decks and structurally efficient girder cross section.

“Using innovative construction practices to beat out conventional construction methods goes 
to show that engineers shouldn’t accept the status quo,” said competition judge Frank Russo, 
PE, Ph.D., of Michael Baker International.

The 2018 Special Bridge Award by National Steel Bridge Alliance recognized U.S. Bridge 
for its outstanding use of structural steel. U.S. Bridge accepted the honour at a special 
ceremony in Baltimore.

E: bridges@spstechnology.com spstechnology.com
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Mettlach Bridge 
2015 

Project type  Prefabricated modular bridge deck 
Location 
Team  

Merzig-Wadern, Saarland, Germany 
Eiffel Deutschland Stahltechnologie (EDS) 

Renovation of Mettlach Bridge over the Saar River in 
Germany, was carried out by Eiffel Deutschland 
Stahltechnologie (EDS) using prefabricated SPS panels 
to replace the existing concrete bridge deck. Use of SPS 
deck panels reduced the deck weight by 300 tonnes, 
allowing load restrictions on the new bridge deck to be 
lifted compared to the aging bridge. Works were 
completed within four months.  

The project was recognised with a Distinction in the 
2015 Ulrich Finsterwalder Structural Engineering. 

E: bridges@spstechnology.com spstechnology.com
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Dawson Bridge
2010

Summary
Using SPS® bridge decks:
• 1,826m2 installed over a short summer period in parallel

with renovation of main trusses
• Saved 3 months off project schedule
• Reinstated the full load capacity for historic bridge

without major structural reinforcement

Project Finalist in the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction 2011 Alberta Steel Design Awards of Excellence

"The SPS bridge deck allowed the entire project to 
be completed months faster and millions of dollars 
less expensively than a traditional concrete deck.” 
Dialog (Cohos Evamy) - Deck Replacement

Background

The Dawson Bridge is a 100 year old, 5 span truss bridge 
that forms an important link across the North Saskatchewan 
River running through the centre of Edmonton, Canada. The 
structure had weakened with age and a load limit had been 
imposed. The existing deck was a combination of concrete 
on wood. Replacing the deck with concrete and removing 
the load limit would have required a substantial 
strengthening of the truss superstructure. Any work would 
also have been constrained by a short summer build period.

Details
Dialog (Cohos Evamy) investigated several deck alternates 
for the City. An SPS bridge deck was selected as it offered 
the simplest, quickest installation that minimised truss 
strengthening and provided another 100 years life for the 
bridge deck.

The SPS bridge deck solution, designed with support from 
SPS Technology, used simple SPS plates bolted down to the 
top flanges of existing transverses and new longitudinal 
stringers. Each 8mx2m panel weighed 3.5 tonnes and was 
lifted into place using telehandlers working from panels 
installed only hours earlier. No in-field welding was required 
with plate continuity along the bridge being created by 
upper and lower bolted splice plates. The deck was sealed 
with a Stirling Lloyd Eliminator membrane prior to 
application of an asphalt wearing surface.

Local SPS project partner, Empire Iron, detailed both the 
stringers and the panels in Tekla’s 3D steel modelling 
package to ensure that all 15,000 bolt holes aligned on site.

The speed and simplicity of the installation of the SPS panels 
allowed the deck to be replaced in one month rather than 
three and helped the lead contractor ConCreate to 
complete the whole project in one summer season.
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Deck Replacement  
Edmonton, Canada  
Dialog (Cohos Evamy) ConCreate

E: bridges@spstechnology.com spstechnology.com
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Lennoxville Bridge 
2005 

Traffic volume and truck loads had increased over its life and, even with a new concrete deck, the 
bridge would have retained a posted load restriction.  SPS was selected as an alternative to concrete to 
avoid the load limit and minimise the out of service time of the bridge.

The SPS panels were produced by Solicor, a division of the Canam Group, and designed to suit the 
bridge geometry – crossfall, camber and skew.  The original concrete was removed and SPS panels 
were lowered into place using a crane.  The panels were bolted to each other and the existing 
transverses using match drilled holes.  A final weld on the upper face of the deck ensured 100% 
continuity across the deck.

The project was completed in one week using 500m² of SPS.  Cantilevered SPS decks were used for a 
cycle path and a pedestrian walkway.

Quebec’s Ministry of Transport got a renewed bridge deck that was over 60% lighter than conventional 
concrete whilst retaining the historic look of the bridge.

Project type Bridge deck replacement 
Lennoxville, Quebec, Canada Location 

Team  Solicor, Eastern Townships Directorate of the 
Quebec Ministry of Transport 

Prefabricated SPS 
Bridge Deck panels 
were used to replace 
the concrete bridge 
deck of this historic 
through-truss two lane 
road bridge in 
Lennoxville.  The 
bridge had degraded 
with age and needed 
replacing without  
changing the historic 
primary structure.  

E: bridges@spstechnology.com spstechnology.com
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